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INTRODUCTION
Between January 27th and 31 st , 2004 a detailed ground magnetometer 
survey program was completed over selected areas on the King Bay 
property. The results of that survey are detailed in the following report. 
The survey was carried out by Quantec Geoscience Ltd. under the direct 
supervision of KBG Mineral's personnel.

ACCESSIBILITY, CLIMATE and LOCAL RESOURCES
The King Bay property is accessible by air from either Sioux Lookout or 
Ignace. From Highway #599 access to within a half mile of the old Kerr 
Addison Mines camp is possible by following the Six Mile Lake logging 
road to the King Bay road, and then taking the Miner's Loop logging road
(Fig l)-

The area has a moderate relief of up to 50m, with the hills formed by 
more resistant bedrock in the northern and eastern areas. In general, 
the topography rises quite steeply southwards from the south shore of 
King Bay to the height of land, but there are shallow valleys trending 
SSW which cut through the higher ground. The climate is typical 
continental, with cold winters (down to -450C and moderate snowfall) and 
short, relatively warm summers (up to 350C).

Prior to logging operations by Great Lakes Pulp and Paper Ltd. in the 
summer/winter of 1982-3, the property was predominantly covered by 
jack pine on well-drained soils with subordinate birch. The vegetation on 
the south shore area of King Bay consists primarily of mature poplar and 
birch forests with a dense understory growth of mountain maples. The 
logging operations were a combination of clear cutting (where the 
regenerative plant succession consists mainly of aspen suckers and 
small alder bushes) and selective cutting of coniferous species leaving 
behind white birch and poplar. South of the baseline there is dense 
growth of young jackpine, the result of aerial seeding in 1983. Wetland 
areas were not logged and retain mature forests of black spruce, birch 
and cedar.

In recent years, severe windstorms have created a substantial amount of 
blowdown on the property, and it has been estimated that up to 50CX) of 
the white birch are either dead or badly damaged.

The King Bay area is covered by at least two glacial tills, representing the 
Keewatin and Labrador glaciations. The earlier, and thicker, of the two



Figure l Location Map

tills was deposited by the Keewatin ice mass, which appears to have 
moved in a southeasterly direction. The later till was deposited by the 
Labrador sheet, which moved in a south-southwesterly direction. The 
only glacial striae mapped on the property are those resulting from the 
Labrador ice movement, and these indicate that the Labrador sheet 
deflected somewhat around topographic highs.



PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
On May 16, 2003 John L. Wahl Consulting (Wahl) for a "company to be 
incorporated" entered into an agreement with Tribute Minerals 
Corporation (Tribute) to option the King Bay property. The agreement 
calls for Wahl to undertake, over a three-year period, $200,000 in 
exploration work on the property for a 10007o interest in the property. 
Tribute retains a 1.5 07o NSR of which Wahl can purchase I 07o for 
$l,000,000. The full document is presented in Appendix i. On 
September 11, 2003 "the company to be incorporated" was created and is 
called KBG Minerals Corporation. On September 16, 2003 at the 
inaugural meeting of the Board of Directors of KBG Minerals Corporation 
the property was received into the company.

The King Bay property consists of 32 mining claims held under mining 
lease, 13 patented claims lying on the north and south shores of King 
Bay and 17 unpatented claims. The claims are located on or about 
Sturgeon Lake, situated in Northwestern Ontario approximately 100km 
north of Ignace in the Patricia Mining Division (NTS 52 J2).

The mineral claims contained within the mining lease are numbered Pa 
437171 to 437202 inclusive, and are held under Lease Number 104368, 
which was taken out on April l, 1986 and expires on March 31, 2007. 
The Registry Plan Number of this Lease is 55R6384. The 13 patented 
claims are numbered AL 367 to 373 inclusive, BG 128 and 129, BG 134 
to 136 inclusive and BG 149. Of these patented claims, Tribute owned 
10007o of the AL claims and of BG 128 and 129, but only 5007o of BG 134 
to 136 and 149. KBG Minerals now owns the same percentages of these 
claims. The unpatented claims are numbered PA 1248329 to PA 
1248345 and contain 235 units. A claims map locating each of these 
claims is provided in Appendix ii.

RECENT PROGRAM
Historical Review:- Late in 2001 a historical review of all exploration 
work carried out on the King Bay property and surrounding lands was 
undertaken. As a result of that work it came to be believed that the 
sources of the mineralized boulder trains, when found, would be located 
under the waters of King Bay immediately north of the south shore of 
King Bay. It was further believed, from magnetic susceptibility test 
studies on the mineralized boulder material, that the source or sources 
of the float would be characterized by a magnetic high. To test these 
hypotheses a total field magnetometer survey was carried out over the 
waters of King Bay containing the patented mining claims AL367, 368 
and 369 during the winter of 2002. The result of that survey was the 
identification of one high order anomaly, designated the EC-1 anomaly 
and five low order anomalies, designated the W Series anomalies.



The 2002-magnetometer survey specifications were a line spacing of 25m 
with station intervals at approximately 5m. While this survey clearly 
located anomalous areas the sample density precluded detail required to 
spot drill holes. To provide the required detail a very detailed ground 
magnetometer survey was completed in January 2004. It is the results 
of that survey that are detailed below.

East Grid:- The East Grid covered the EC-1 anomaly. A grid measuring 
100m x 100m was centered over the anomaly. Lines, which were laid out 
in a north-south direction, were spaced at 5m intervals. A total of 2.1 
km of line were laid out and surveyed. A station interval for the 
magnetometer readings was approximately 1.5m. Instrument parameters 
are presented in Quantec's Logistical Report (Appendix iii). The East 
Grid lies wholly within patented mining claim AL369 (refer claim map 
Appendix iii).

The data collected is presented in map form. The corrected total field 
data is presented in contoured form on Map 1; the total field data 
presented in profile form on Map 2 and the calculated vertical gradient 
data is presented in contoured form on Map 3.

The EC-1 anomaly is clearly recognizable in both the total field and 
vertical gradient data. Whereas the shape of the EC-1 anomaly as 
defined by the 2002 survey was rather nebulous the 2004 survey data 
provides much greater resolution and detail of the anomaly especially 
when viewing the vertical gradient data. The vertical gradient data 
indicates that the causative source of the magnetic anomaly is 
approximately 30m wide by 45m in length with a pronounced 
concentration of magnetic material within the eastern portion of the near 
circular feature. The 2002 data modeling suggested a best-fit causative 
source for the EC-1 anomaly was that of a steeply dipping (ENE) near 
circular breccia pipe 20m in diameter. This survey reaffirms the breccia 
pipe model but provides clarification of the inner structure of the feature 
itself. Depth to source in the area of the EC-1 anomaly is approximately 
8m (5m of water 8s 3m of overburden).

West Grid:- The West Grid covered the 5 W Series anomalies. A grid 
measuring approximately 225m x 225m was laid out to cover all of these 
anomalies. Lines, which were laid out in a north-south direction, were 
spaced at 5m intervals. A total of 8.325 km of line were laid out and 
surveyed. A station interval for the magnetometer readings was 
approximately 1.5m. Instrument parameters are presented in Quantec's 
Logistical Report (Appendix iii). The West Grid lies wholly within 
patented mining claim AL368 (refer to claim map Appendix iii).



The data collected is presented in map form. The corrected total field 
data is presented in contoured form on Map 4; the total field data 
presented in profile form on Map 5 and the calculated vertical gradient 
data is presented in contoured form on Map 6.

As was the case for the EC-1 anomaly each of the five W Series 
anomalies are clearly recognizable in both the total field and vertical 
gradient data. Comparison of the W Series anomalies as defined by the 
2002 survey to this most recent data provides greater detail with respect 
to dimensions of the anomalies but does not add significantly to the 
information about the internal structure of the individual anomalies. 
This is believed due in great part to the increased distance to source for 
this area of the survey area. In the area of the EC-1 anomaly depth to 
source is believed to be not more than 8m while in the W Series anomaly 
area the depth to source is in the area of 25m (20m water 85 5m of 
overburden). Attenuation of magnetic response could clearly account for 
not only the reduced magnitude but also lower resolution. Never the less 
the recent survey data does clearly locate the centers of each of the five 
anomalies and thereby provide the required drill target spatial 
information. While modeling has not been undertaken on the W Series 
anomalies their causative source is, on the basis of similar magnetic 
character, believed to be the same as the EC-1 anomaly, which is that of 
breccia pipes.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
On the basis of this most recent magnetometer survey a diamond drill 
program to further investigate the EC-1 and W Series anomalies is 
recommended. Over the EC-1 anomaly 4 holes (3 angle holes and l 
vertical hole) are recommended for a total of 200m. of drilling. Over each 
of the five W Series anomalies a single vertical hole, 50m in length, is 
recommended for a total of 250m.

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
While working on the property this past winter KBG Mineral's personnel 
stayed in the town of Savant Lake. As the winter program was carried 
out entirely on the ice of King Bay there will be no impact to the 
environment. A local contact has been contracted to remove, before the 
ice goes out, all of the prickets used to establish the grid.

John L. Wahl Ph.D., P.Geo. 
Chief Operating Officer 
KBG Minerals Corporation
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John L. Wahl Consulting Ltd., 
174 Carrington Lane, Fredericton, New Brunswick

Canada E3A 5R6
Tel:- (506) 459-4709 Fax:- (506) 459-8479 

jwahl@nb.sympatico.ca

Tribute Minerals Inc. 
Suite 808, 67 Yonge Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5E 1J8

Attention: Mr. lan Brodie-Brown 
President

Dear Sirs:

We understand that Tribute is interested in optioning the King Bay property ("King Bay") in 
the Sturgeon Lake area of Ontario, as described in Schedule "A" attached hereto, to John L. 
Wahl Consulting Ltd, in trust for and on behalf of a corporation to be incorporated (Wahl"). 
As set forth to you earlier Wahl is prepared to offer to option King Bay on the following 
terms:

1. The optionee is John L. Wahl Consulting Ltd. in trust for and on behalf of a 
corporation to be incorporated ("Wahl").

2. The option will have a term of three years commencing on the first day of the month 
following acceptance hereof and be automatically exercised if, within that term Wahl spends 
an aggregate of |200,000 in doing prospecting, exploration, development or other mining 
work ("work") relating to King Bay. The 5200,000 will not include an administrative or 
overhead allowance but will include the pro rated salary and benefits of any employees of 
Wahl engaged in such work. The nature, extent and timing of all work is in the sole discretion 
of Wahl and while the option is extant Wahl will have sole and quiet possession of King Bay 
and an unfettered right to enter in, on or under King Bay to carry out its rights hereunder, and 
may bring on and remove from King Bay such assets as Wahl may consider advisable. All 
work will be carried in accordance with all applicable laws and in accordance with good 
mining practice.

Wahl will, on or before March 31 st of each year during which work is carried out on 
King Bay, deliver to Tribute a summary of such work provided always that if such summary 
contains any results or interpretation Wahl makes no representations or warranties with 
respect thereto or the accuracy thereof.

Wahl will give notice to Tribute that the option has been exercised and shall deliver 
with such notice a summary of the work carried on King Bay and the cost thereof.

3. Upon acceptance hereof Tribute will deliver transfers of King Bay in registerable form 
acceptable to Wahl and Wahl may register King Bay and if done, King Bay will be held by 
Wahl as a bare trustee. If the option is terminated or expkes without being exercised transfers 
of King Bay in such form as Tribute may reasonably require shall be forthwith delivered to 
Tribute. While the option is extant Wahl will keep King Bay in good standing, provided that 
Wahl may in its discretion and at any time or from time to time abandon or permit to lapse



and part or parts, provided only that Wahl shall have given Tribute at least thirty days prior 
notice of its intention so to abandon or permit to lapse the part or parts described in said 
notice and if within said thirty days Tribute so requests by notice to Wahl, Wahl shall deliver 
to Tribute transfers of such part or parts in such form as Tribute may reasonably require, 
provided that

(a) at the time of the giving of such notice, the part or parts described in said notice 
shall be in good standing for at least 120 days; and

(b) upon the giving of such notice the part or parts described in said notice shall cease to 
be part of King Bay and "King Bay" shall thereafter be so interpreted.

4. On exercise of the option, Tribute will be entitled to receive a royalty (the "Royalty") 
equal to IV^/o of the net smelter return reali2ed from King Bay and payable quarterly within 
45 days after the end of each calendar quarter. The Royalty shall be determined and payable 
as set forth in Schedule "B" attached hereto.

5. Tribute hereby grants to Wahl the right to purchase one percent (l "/o) of the V/2% 
quantum of the Royalty for an aggregate purchase price of 51,000,000. Such right may be 
exercised at any time on or before December 31 st of the fifteenth year after the year in which 
the option is exercised by delivery of notice accordingly to Tribute together with the said 
purchase price. It is acknowledged that if such right is exercised, the Royalty shall thereafter 
be Vi0/  of net smelter return, provided that the exercise of such right shall not prejudice the 
right of Tribute to be paid the full amount of any of Royalty payable prior to the date of such 
exercise.

6. Tribute will not dispose of any interest in Royalty without first offering the same to 
Wahl for a cash purchase price. If Wahl does not accept such offer and purchase all such 
interest so offered within the next following ninety (90) days, Tribute shall be free to dispose 
of the same to any third party within the next succeeding one hundred and twenty (120) days 
at a cash price and upon terms not more favourable to the buyer than those contained in such 
offer, provided that such terms shall include a term that the buyer agrees with Wahl to be 
bound by the provisions hereof as fully as if such buyer was a signatory hereof. If such 
interest is not so disposed of within said one hundred and twenty (120) days, the provisions of 
this paragraph shall again apply.

7. Wahl may terminate the option at any time while the option is extant by delivering 
notice accordingly to Tribute whereupon the agreement shall terminate immediately.

8. Any notice may be delivered in person or by registered or certified mail (return receipt 
requested) or by courier (delivery confirmed) to either party addressed to it at the relevant 
address as set forth on the first page shall be duly given and received on the day of delivery in 
person thereof or, in the case of delivery by mail or courier, on the date of actual receipt 
thereof (as indicated by said return receipt or confirmation), as the case may be. In the case of 
delivery in person, such delivery may be made leaving such notice with an employee of the 
addressee at the relevant street address set forth on the first page hereof. Any party hereto may 
from time to time by notice change his or its address.



If you are in agreement with the foregoing please so indicate by signing and return a copy of 
this letter as indicated below. Upon receipt of such acceptance the foregoing shall form a 
binding agreement between the parties hereto, their successors and permitted assigns, subject 
to receipt of all necessary regulatory approval, which agreement shall be governed by the laws 
of the Province of Ontario. Both Wahl and Tribute agree that the offer herein contained and 
the acceptance hereof may be communicated by fax or other facsimile process, in which event 
the agreement so formed shall be as binding between the panics and their successors and 
permitted assigns as fully as if manually signed and delivered. The offer herein contained shall 
terminate if not accepted by 12:00 noon on May 16, 2003,

Yours very truly
John L. Wahl Consulting Ltd. (m trust)

Pond 
/'tribute Minerals Inc.

Per
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SCHEDULE "A"
to the letter of intent between Tribute 
Minerals Inc. and be John L. Wahl 
Consulting Ltd. in trust for and on 
behalf of a corporation to be 
incorporated

The following form the King Bay property for the purpose of the attached agreement:

CLM 307
AL 367, AL 368, AL 369, AL 370, AL 371, AL 372, AL 373
BG 128, BG 129, BG 134, BG 135, BG 136, BG 149
PA1248329, PA1248330, PA1248331, PA1248332, PA1248333, PA1248334,
PA1248335, PA1248336, PA1248337, PA1248338, PA1248339, PA1248340,
PA1248341, PA1248342, PA1248343, PA1248344, PA1248345



SCHEDULE "B"
to the letter of intent between Tribute 
Minerals Inc. and be John L. Wahl 
Consulting Ltd. in trust for and on 
behalf of a corporation to be 
incorporated

B.01 For the purposes of this Schedule "B":
"net smelter return" means the amount of money actually received from the 

sale of ores mined from the Property (except such ores, minerals and 
metals as are removed for the purpose of making assays or tests) after 
the date on which the Property comes into commercial production or 
from the sale of the concentrates or other products derived therefrom 
less, to the extent that they were not deducted by the purchaser in 
determining the purchase price therefore, all treatment charges or 
penalties incurred with respect thereto; all costs or expenses incurred 
with respect to insurance, freight, trucking, handling and/or sampling 
and assaying (including, without limitation, umpire assays) of ores, 
concentrates or other products ex headframe in the case of ores and ex 
mill or other treatment facility in the case of concentrates or other 
products; any federal, provincial or municipal tax or levy of a sales or 
value-added nature assessed against or payable by the vendor thereof; 
and, if applicable, any applicable costs or expenses (including, without 
limitation, penalties) incurred with respect to custom smelting, refining 
or similar treatment of such ores, minerals or metals;

"Operator" shall mean the party responsible for the carrying on of the 
operations relating to the Property;

"Property" means King Bay, as defined in the annexed agreement;

"Property Owner" means the person or persons that own an interest in the 
Property as at the relevant time, including, without limitation, the 
Operator, if the Operator has such an interest;

"Recipient" shall mean Tribute, its successors and permitted assigns;

'year" means calendar year and a reference to a subdivision of a year shall 
mean a reference to the relevant subdivision of a calendar year;



those terms defined in the agreement to which this is Schedule "B" is attached 
shall have the same meaning as so defined (save as otherwise provided in 
this Schedule "B").

B.02 All calculations and computations relating to the Royalty shall be carried out in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles to the extent that such 
principles are not inconsistent with the provisions of this Schedule "B" and the 
agreement attached hereto.

B.03 Subject to the provisions hereof, the amount of Royalty payable to the Recipient 
hereunder shall be calculated by the Operator as at the end of each quarter of each 
year, commencing with the year in which the Property is brought into commercial 
production (as contemplated in paragraph B.08 hereof), and shall be payable to the 
Recipient within forty-five (45) days after the end of such quarter.

B.04 On or before April 30th of each year after the Property has been brought into 
commercial production, the Operator shall deliver to the Recipient a statement 
indicating the nature of the payments made during the preceding year, if any, and the 
manner in which such payments were determined, together with a written 
confirmation by the Operator's independent auditor and addressed to the Recipient 
that such auditor has examined said statement and found the determination therein 
contained to have been made in accordance with the provisions of this schedule.

B.05 Any payment of Royalty shall be considered final and in full satisfaction of all 
obligations of the Operator hereunder if such payment or the calculation thereof is 
not disputed by the Recipient within sixty (60) days after receipt of the statement 
referred to in paragraph B.04 hereof, provided, however that if within said sixty (60) 
days the Recipient by notice disputes said statement the Recipient shall have the right 
to the accounts of the Operator relating to the determination of the Royalty payable 
during the relevant year audited by independent auditors and at its cost. If the 
difference between the amount of Royalty indicated to be payable during such year 
and the amount of royalty actually paid during such year is greater than five percent 
(507o) of the aggregate Royalty actually paid during such year, then, in absence of 
mutual agreement by the parties to the quantum of any adjustment payable, such 
quantum shall be decided by arbitration hereunder.

B.06The Operator shall keep separate accounts relating to its operations hereunder 
and, upon the prior written request of the Recipient, duly authorized representatives 
of the Recipient may have access to such accounts for the purpose of confirming any 
information contained in a statement delivered to the Recipient pursuant to the 
provisions of paragraph B.04 hereof, provided, always, that such access shall not 
interfere with the affairs or operations of the Operator. The Recipient shall have the



right to make copies of or take extracts from such accounts, but at the cost of and 
only for the use of the Recipient, all such information being confidential.

B.07 For the purposes of calculating the amount of Royalty payable to the Recipient 
hereunder only, if, after the Property has been brought into commercial production, 
any ore or product derived from ore mined from the Property is sold to a company 
associated with the Operator and if the sale price of such product is not negotiated on 
an armslength basis, the Operator shall, for the purposes of calculating net smelter 
return available to pay the Royalty hereunder only and notwithstanding the actual 
amount of such sale price, add to any moneys actually received with respect to such 
sale an amount which the Operator considers sufficient to make the same represent a 
reasonable net sale price for such product as if negotiated at armslength and after 
taking into account all pertinent circumstances (including, without limitation, then 
current market conditions relating to products similar to such product; terms of 
agreements between armslength parties for the purchase and sale of similar products 
in similar quantities for delivery over similar periods of time; physical and/or chemical 
characteristics of such products).

The Operator shall by notice inform the Recipient of the quantum of such 
reasonable net sale price and if the Recipient does not object thereto within forty-five 
(45) days after receipt of such notice, said quantum shall be final and binding upon 
the Recipient.

If the Recipient objects to such quantum by notice delivered to the Operator 
within said forty-five (45) days, then the quantum of such reasonable net sale price 
shall be decided by arbitration as follows: the Recipient shall nominate one (1) 
arbitrator and shall notify the Operator of such nomination and the Operator shall 
within forty-five (45) days after receiving such notice nominate an arbitrator, and the 
two (2) arbitrators shall select a chairman to act jointly with them as a third arbitrator. 
If said arbitrators shall be unable to agree in the selection of such chairman, the 
chairman shall be a person designated by the President or any Vice-President of the 
Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy provided that such person is not an 
employee of a Recipient or a Property Owner or the Operator or any company 
affiliated with a Recipient or a Property Owner or the Operator. The chairman shall 
fix the time and place for the purpose of hearing such evidence and representations as 
either of the parties hereto may present and, subject to the provisions hereof, the 
decision of the arbitrators and chairman, or any two of them, in writing shall be 
binding upon the parties hereto. Said arbitrators and chairman shall, after hearing any 
evidence and representations that the parties may submit, make their award and 
reduce the same to writing and deliver one copy thereof to each of the parties hereto. 
The majority of the chairman and arbitrators may determine any matters of procedure 
for the arbitration not specified herein. If the Operator fails within said forty-five (45) 
days to nominate an arbitrator, then the arbitrator nominated by the Recipient may 
proceed alone to determine the dispute in such manner and at such time as he shall
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think fit and his decision shall, subject to the provisions hereof, be binding upon the 
parties hereto. The expense of the arbitration shall be paid by the Recipient if the 
decision reached hereunder does not increase such quantum by more than five 
percent (507o) of the quantum set forth in the notice hereinbefore referred to and 
otherwise by the Operator. Insofar as they do not conflict with the provisions hereof, 
the Arbitrations Act of the Province of Ontario, as amended or replaced from time to 
time, shall be applicable. There shall be no appeal from the decision of the 
arbitrators, which decision shall be final and binding upon the parties hereto. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the foregoing, any arbitration hereunder 
may be held and decided upon by a single arbitrator acceptable to the Recipient and 
the Operator.

B.08 For the purposes of this agreement, the Property shall come into commercial 
production on the date upon which ores mined from the Property (except such 
reasonable quantities of ores, minerals and metals as are removed for the purpose of 
making assays or tests) or concentrates or other products derived therefrom are first 
delivered to a purchaser on a commercial basis, it being agreed that deliveries of such 
ores, concentrates or other products resulting from pilot or test operations shall not 
be considered as deliveries on a commercial basis for the purposes of this paragraph. 
The Operator shall deliver to the Recipient notice indicating said date as soon as 
practicable after the occurrence thereof.

B.09 In the event that the Property is brought into commercial production, it may be 
operated as a single operation with other mining properties owned by the Operator or 
any Property Owner or in which the Operator or any Property Owner has an interest, 
in which event, the Recipient agrees that (notwithstanding separate ownership 
thereof) ores mined therefrom may be blended at the time of mining or at any time 
thereafter and the Royalty shall be paid hereunder only with respect to ores mined 
from the Property, or concentrates or other products derived therefrom, all as herein 
provided. In determining the amount of such Royalty so payable, effect shall be given 
to the tonnages and metal content of ore removed from, and insofar as they may be 
relevant, to any special charges or treatment relating particularly to ore, concentrates 
or other products derived from the Property or from any of such other mining 
properties and the records of the Operator shall be prima fade evidence of the 
information therein contained.

B.10 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein contained, if any part of the 
right to receive the Royalty is assigned it shall be a condition of such assignment that 
the assignee agree with the Operator and all other parties entitled to receive any part 
of the Royalty as follows:

(a) the amount of any Royalty payable hereunder shall be settled only with 
original Recipient hereunder or a duly authorized nominee (hereinafter



collectively referred to as the "Nominee") as set forth by notice to the 
Operator (such notice to be executed by all parties entitled to receive any 
part of the Royalty), and such settlement shall be final and binding upon 
all interested parties and the Operator shall not be required to make any 
accounting to any person save such Nominee;

(b) payment of Royalty shall be made only to or to the benefit of the 
Nominee and such payment by cheque payable to the Nominee "In 
Trust" and made in accordance with the provisions of this agreement 
shall constitute full and complete discharge to the Operator of its 
obligations to make such payment hereunder and there shall be no 
obligation to see to the distribution of any such payment;

(c) the Operator may settle disputes arising hereunder with the Nominee 
and such settlement shall be final and binding upon all interested parties;

(d) the Operator may rely upon any direction, advice or authorization signed 
by the Nominee and may act thereon as if the same was signed by all 
interested parties;

(e) the Operator shall not be required to deal with any person except the 
Nominee and each of the said interested parties shall exercise any of 
their respective rights only through the Nominee and shall require any of 
their respective assignees to agree in writing to be bound by the 
provisions hereof.

B.ll Payment of the Royalty to the Recipient may be made by cheque payable to the 
Recipient. If such cheque is delivered personally to the payee thereof, or, is sent by 
registered letter addressed to the payee thereof, at the last address of the payee known 
to the Operator, such payment shall be deemed to have been made upon the date of 
such personal delivery or upon the third business day following the date of mailing of 
such registered letter, as the case may be, provided, only, that if such cheque is lost, 
destroyed or mutilated the Operator shall, upon receipt of such reasonable evidence 
relating thereto as the Operator may require, replace such cheque. Under no 
circumstances will the Operator be required to see to, or be responsible for, the 
distribution of any payment.

B.12 Any Property Owner may at any time and from time to time either before or 
after the exercise of the Option contained in the agreement attached hereto, without 
obtaining any prior consents or approvals sell, assign, transfer or otherwise dispose of 
all or part of any right, tide or interest in and to the Property and/or hereunder, upon 
such terms as it considers advisable, provided only, that:

(a) such sale, assignment, transfer or other disposition shall not be 
completed unless and until the assignee has agreed in writing to be 
bound by the provisions hereof as fully as if it was a signatory hereto to
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the extent of the interest so assigned, transferred, sold or otherwise 
disposed of;

(b) upon completion of such transaction the assignor shall be relieved of 
that portion of the Royalty equal to the portion of its interest which was 
so sold, assigned, transferred or otherwise disposed of, it being agreed 
that the obligation to pay the Royalty shall thereafter be the several, and 
not joint, obligation and liability of the Property Owners and shall be 
borne by them pro rata to their respective rights, tide and interest in and 
to the Property. Any proceeds received by a Property Owner upon any 
sale, assignment, transfer or other disposition, as aforesaid, shall not, for 
the purposes of determining net smelter return hereunder, be considered 
to be revenues received by such Property Owner;, and

(c) the Property Owners shall appoint one of their number to represent all 
of the Property Owners with respect to dealings with die Recipient with 
respect to the determination of the Royalty and the provisions of 
paragraph B.10 shall be applicable, mutates mutandis, provided that such 
one shall not assume liability for any other Property Owner.

B.13 It is agreed that any dispute between the parties hereto shall, if not settled 
between them within thirty (30) days after notice of such dispute has been given by 
one party to the other, be submitted to arbitration for settlement and the decision of 
the arbitrators shall be final and binding. The provisions of paragraph B.07 hereof 
shall be applicable to such arbitration, mutatis mutandis, save that the arbitrators may in 
their award assess costs to the parties as the arbitrators in their discretion consider 
equitable in the circumstances.
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List of Claims

Mining Lease CLM 307

Patented Claims AL 367 
AL368 
AL369 
AL370 
AL371 
AL372 
AL373 
BG 128 
BG 129 
BG 134 
BG 135 
BG 136 
BG 149

Mining Claims PA124829 
PA124830 
PA124831 
PA124832 
PA124833 
PA124834 
PA124835 
PA124836 
PA124837 
PA124838 
PA 124839 
PA12484O 
PA124841 
PA124842 
PA124843 
PA124844 
PA124845

16 units
12 units
13 units
14 units 
16 units

8 units 
16 units 
16 units 
16 units 
16 units 
16 units 
16 units 
16 units 
16 units 
l O units 
16 units
6 units
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1. INTRODUCTION

. QGI Project No: QG-309

' Project Name: King Bay Property

. Grid Names East 2004 A West 2004 Grids

* Survey Period: January 28-29-30th , 2004

* Survey Types: Total Magnetic Field

* Client: KBG Minerals Corp.

* Client Address 174 Carrinton Lane
Frederickton, New Brunswick 
E3A 5R6

* Representatives: John Wahl

* Objectives:

To provide detailed, high resolution mapping of the Total Magnetic field over mag 
netic anomalies of interest located by previous surveys, in order to enhance geologic 
interpretation and allow accurate determination of drill target locations.

* Report Type: Logistics

QG30Wanuary2004
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2. GENERAL SURVEY DETAILS

2.1 LOCATION

* Province:

* Country:

* Nearest Settlement:

* NTS Map Reference #:

Ontario 

Canada 

Savant Lake 

52 J

Figure 1: General Location of the King Bay Property.

QG309-January2004
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2.2 ACCESS

* Base of Operations:

* Location

* Mode of Access: 

2.3 SURVEY GRIDS

* Established:

* Grid Origin:

* Grid Areas:

* Line Direction

* Line Separation:

* Station Interval:

* Method of Chaining:

Four Winds Motel, Lake Savant, ON

From Ignace follow Hwy. 599N 101.7 km to the 
Six Mile Lake road. Follow the road east 14.5 km 
to an old camp site. The grid and lake is access 
ible via 400m of old logging trail

truck

By Client in January 2004

2 small detail grids
(see grid sketches Appendix D)

2 blocks (West, East), 5m line separation 
Lines 180+OOE to 400+OOE, stns. 450N to 675N 
Lines 700+OOE to 800+OOE, stns. 500N to 600N

~ N-3540 (West Block) N-3570 (East Block) 

5 metres

variable (continuous walking mode) at 2 seconds 
sampling interval ~ 2m spacing typical.

Metric

QG30Wanuary2004
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3. SURVEY WORK UNDERTAKEN

3.1 GENERALITIES

* Survey Dates:

* Survey Period:

* Survey Days (read time):

* Mob/De-mob:

3.2 PERSONNEL

* Project Manager:

* Field Technician:

3.3 SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS

3.3.1 Magnetic Survey

* Method:

* Technique:

* Line Interval:

* Sampling Interval:

* Total Kilometers

* Total # Readings:

* Magnetic Datum:

January 27th-31 st , 2004 

5 days 

3 days 

2 days

Jeff Warne, South Porcupine, ON 

Claude Chiasson, Bathurst, NB

Base Station, Diurnal Drift Corrected "Walking Mag"

Profiling Earths Total Magnetic Field

5 meters

2 seconds per cycle, approx. every 2m

10.425 kilometres

10,276

59,138.7nT

nanoTesla (Magnetic Intensity)* Data Output Units:

* Grid Position of Base Station: 10 m East of L 0+OOE at stn. 337N,

. UTM Location of Base Station: Nad27 z15, 657919E, 5543023N

* Base Station Magnetic Field: ~ 58,090 nT

* Sub Base Magnetic Control Point Value: 59,134 nT

* Base Station Sampling: 3 seconds

QG3OWanuaiy2004
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3.4 SURVEY COVERAGE

Line EAST

800E

795E

790E

785E

780E

775E

770E

765E

760E

755E

750E

745E

740E

735E

730E

725E

720E

715E

710E

705E

700E

400E

395E

390E

385E

380E

375E

370E

365E

360E

355E

350E

345E

340E

335E

330E

325E

320E

315E

31 OE

305E

Win Extend

500.0N

500. ON

500. ON

500. ON

500. ON

500. ON

500. ON

500. ON

500. ON

500. ON

500. ON

500.0N

500. ON

500.0N

500.0N

500. ON

500. ON

500. ON

500. ON

500.0N

500.0N

450.0N

450. ON

450.0N

450.0N

450.0N

450. ON

450.0N

450.0N

450.0N

450. ON

450.0N

450.0N

450. ON

450. ON

450.0N

450. ON

450. ON

450. ON

450.0N

450. ON

Max Extend

600.0N

600. ON

600. ON

600. ON

600. ON

600.0N

600.0N

600. ON

600.0N

600. ON

600. ON

600. ON

600. ON

600. ON

600. ON

600. ON

600.0N

600.0N

600. ON

600.0N

600. ON

675. ON

675.0N

675.0N

675. ON

675.0N

675. ON

675. ON

675. ON

675. ON

675. ON

675.0N

675.0N

675.0N

675.0N

675. ON

675.0N

675.0N

675.0N

675. ON

675. ON

Total 
Length (m)

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000

225.000
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300E
295E

290E

285E

280E
275E
270E

265E

260E

255E

250E

245E

240E
235E

230E
225E

220E
21 5E

210E
205E
200E
195E
190E

185E
180E

450.0N
475. ON

475. ON

475.0N

475.0N
475.0N
475. ON

475. ON

475. ON

475.0N

475.0N

475. ON

475.0N
475.0N
475.0N

475.0N

475. ON
475. ON

475. ON
475.0N
475.0N
475. ON
475. ON

475.0N
475.0N

675. ON

625. ON
625.0N

625.0N

625. ON
625. ON
625. ON

625.0N

625. ON

625.0N

625.0N

625.0N

625. ON
625. ON
625.0N

625. ON

625. ON
625.0N
625.0N
625.0N

625. ON
625. ON
625. ON

625.0N
625.0N
Total

225.000
150.000
150.000

150.000

150.000
150.000
150.000

150.000

150.000

150.000

150.000

150.000

150.000
150.000
150.000

150.000

150.000
150.000
150.000
150.000

150.000

150.000
150.000

150.000
150.000
10.425

Table l: Magnetic Survey Coverage
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3.5 INSTRUMENTATION

. Magnetometers: GEM Model GSM-19W, s/n 806862 (mobile) and GSM-
19 s/n 706762 (base) Overhauser-type 
manufactured by GEM Systems, Toronto, ON.

3.6 MEASUREMENT ACCURACY AND REPEATABILITY 

* Repeats: 1000Xo

The mobile "Walking Mag" type magnetometer utilized for this survey exhibited intermittent 
in-accuracies characterized by spikes ranging from a few nT to several hundred nT. This be 
haviour prevented the acquisition of magnetic gradient measurements, as noted in the Opera 
tor Comments, Appendix D. Fortunately, with the results of previous surveys available onsite 
for comparison, it was possible to determine that the majority of the Total Field measure 
ments appeared accurate and repeatable. Furthermore, the spikes rarely occurred at more 
than one consecutive sample and apparently not more than two consecutive samples.

In order to insure sufficient accurate sampling, the survey lines were traversed twice, provid 
ing effectively 100"7o redundancy. A total of 10268 measurements were acquired, 2281 at the 
"East Grid", 7987 over the "West Grid". Of these 215 (Q.4%) at the East Grid and 836 (IQ.4%) 
at the West Grid were rejected as unacceptable by visual examination of the profiles for each 
survey line. In profile view, single station spikes at magnitudes as low as a few nT were read 
ily identifiable.

The survey traverses also exhibited a "striping" effect, that is lines traversed south to north 
were typically ~ 3 nT higher in magnitude than lines traverse north to south.

Examination of the measurements in profile showed that data values showed a typical scatter 
of   2 to 3 nT. The scatter was typically greater in magnitude,   3 to 5 nT, where the magnetic 
field intensity displayed high lateral gradient.

3.7 DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION

In addition to standard diurnal correction reduction, manual editing, averaging and filtering 
were applied to the data to optimize the data set for presentation and interpretation in light of 
the noise spikes. All reduction processing employed the Geosoft Sushi 2D mapping system.

The results for each full traverse of each grid (East and West) were separately edited to re 
move evident spikes. The two sets were then merged with duplicate points averaged. The ed 
ited data set for each grid were random gridded at 1 meter grid cell size, to achieve an inter 
polated average: The resulting grid images showed that a few low magnitude single station 
spikes remained. The grids were sampled to generate values for each measurement location 
to document the interpolated average. The edited values were then interpolated along each 
survey line at 0.5 meter intervals with a low pass non-linear filter having a half-width of 2 m 
and Q.2% tolerance applied to remove remaining spikes. The result was again random grid 
ded and these grids sampled to generate values for each measurement point, from which the 
maps have been prepared. The digital data files archive the magnetic field intensity values 
for each step of the reduction as separate data columns.

The first vertical derivative of the total magnetic field was calculated using 2D FFT calcula 
tions. Initial calculation showed remnant evidence of the line to line striping in the data as 
noted in section 3.6, therefore a mild directional cosine filter, of degree 0.2 was applied per 
pendicular to the survey lines during the FFT processing. Shadow imaging has been applied

QG309-January2004 9
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to the Vertical Derivative images to enhance trends. 

Maps:

Plan Map Type

# of Plan Maps

Map Scale

Gridding Method

Grid Cell Size

Desampling Factor

Contour Interval:

Magnetic Field Contours

2

1 :500 scale (metric)

Random/Rangrid

1 metre

2

2, 10, 50, nT

Plan Map Type

# of Plan Maps

Map Scale

Profile Scale

Stacked Magnetic Field Profiles

2

1:500 scale (metric)

East Grid: 1 cm = 100 nT 
West Grid: 1 cm = 10 nT

Plan Map Type

# of Plan Maps

Map Scale

Posted Magnetic Field

2

1:500 scale (metric)

Plan Map Type

# of Plan Maps

Map Scale

Gridding Method

Contour Interval:

Vertical Derivative Contours 
(Shadowed)

2

1:500 scale (metric)

2D FFT (applied to Total Field 
Grid), with directional cosine

0.2, 1,5, nT/m

QG309-Januay2004 10
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- Digital Data: Daily raw files and processed data (Geosoft .XYZ format)
and Plot Files (Geosoft Oasis Montaj formats) on 
CD-ROM (650 Mbytes).

a) Raw ASCII data dump files, according to unit, date and operator, i.e. kDateO.DMP), where k 
= B for base station and M for mobile receiver and O = survey operator (if more than one 
operator/surveyor)

(In GEM GSM-19 ASCII data file format)

b) Reduced XYZ ASCII data files, according to project name, with XYZ file extension. Each ex 
ploration grid Line, Baseline or Tieline in the file starts with a line identifying the type and 
number e.g. Line 180 (negative for west) 
Column 1: UTM NAD27 Easting position - metres 
Column 2: UTM NAD27 Northing position - metres
Column 3: Station (exploration grid north) location - metres (negative for south) 
Column 4: Measured Total Magnetic Field (diurnal corrected) - nanotesla (gammas) 
Column 5: Decay Quality (Max=99) - unitless 
Column 6: Measured Total Magnetic Field, spikes edited 
Column 7: Interpolated Average Total Magnetic Field 
Column 8: Non-liner Filter smoothed Total Magnetic Field

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
QUANJPC GEOSCIENCE INC. ^

C- c. C.

Claude E. Chiasson 
flor Geophysicist Geophysical Technician

Porcupine 
Ontario

QG309-Januay2004 11
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

l, G.R. Jeffrey Warne, hereby declare that:

1. l am a geophysicist with residence in South Porcupine, Ontario and am presently 
employed in this capacity with Quantec Geoscience Inc. of Toronto, Ontario.

2. l studied Engineering Geophysics in the Faculty of Applied Science at Queen's Uni 
versity in Kingston, Ontario, completing all but two of the course requirements for a 
B.Sc. (Eng.)in1981.

3. l have practiced my profession continuously since May, 1981 in Canada, the United 
States, Australia, Argentina, Ireland, Mexico, Peru and Chile.

4. l have no interest, nor do l expect to receive any interest in the properties or securi 
ties of KBG Minerals Corp.

5. l supervised the project field work, prepared the final maps and co-authored this re 
port. The statements made in this report represent my professional opinion based 
on my consideration of the information available to me at the time of writing this re 
port.

Porcupine, Canada 
February, 2004

G.R. Jeffrey Wame 
Senior Geophysicist, QGI
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

l, the undersigned, Claude E. Chiasson, residing at 125 Notre Dame St., Bathurst, NB hereby declare that:

1. l am a 1974 graduate, Geological Technician, from Sir Sanford Fleming College of Applied Arts S Sci 
ences, Lindsay, Ontario and presently employed in this capacity with Quantec Geoscience Inc. of Por 
cupine, Ontario

2. l have been continuously employed in the exploration field for the past 28 years throughout Canada 
and the United States (7 years)

3. l have extensive field experience supervising and carrying out ground magnetic, very low frequency 
electromagnetic (VLF-EM), frequency horizontal loop electromagnetic (HLEM), self-potential (SP), au 
dio-magneto telluric (AMT), induced polarization (IP), surface b down-hole, time domain electromag 
netic (TDEM) and gravimetrical geophysical methods.

4. l do not have, hold or expect any monetary or other interest in any mining claims or mining companies 
other than as a paid consultant for carrying out contracted geophysical surveys

5. l have personal knowledge of the described property and geophysical surveys due to my position as 
the onsite field supervisor for the contracted survey.

6. l may be reached at 506-548-5611 or email at c!audexx@nbnet.nb.ca

/2M ^-'

Claude E. Chiasson 
Geological Technician

Porcupine, Ontario 
January 2004
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THEORETICAL BASIS AND SURVEY PROCEDURES

Ground Magnetic Survey

Base station corrected Total Magnetic Field surveying is conducted using at least two time synchro 
nized magnetometers of identical type. One magnetometer unit is set in a fixed position in a region of stable 
geomagnetic gradient, and away from possible cultural effects (moving vehicles) to monitor and correct for 
daily diurnal drift. This magnetometer, given the term 'base station', stores the time, date and total field 
measurement at fixed time intervals, generally every 3 seconds, over the survey day. The second, remote 
mobile unit stores the coordinates, time, date, and the total field measurements simultaneously. The proce 
dure consists of taking total magnetic field measurements of the Earth's field at stations, along individual pro 
files, including Tie and Base lines. A 2-meter staff is used to mount the sensor, in order to optimally minimize 
localized near-surface geologic noise. In the Station Mag mode, readings are obtained while the operator is 
stationary, at each surveyed picket. In the Walking Mag mode, measurements are obtaining in a continuous 
fashion, at 2 second intervals - with the operator maintaining adequate ground-survey control by regularly up 
dating the survey fiducials at known points - usually at every survey picket. At the end of a survey day, the 
mobile and base-station units are linked, via RS-232 ports, for diurnal drift and other magnetic activity (iono 
spheric and spheric) corrections using internal software.

The formulation for correction is: 

Bc = BM - BB + BD 

where

BM is the measured total field at the Mobil magnetometer before correction. 
Bs is the measured total field at the Base Station magnetometer 
Bo is the magnetic field magnetic reference Datum

The reference Datum value is shown in line 2 of the base station raw files.

QG309-January 2004
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APPENDIX C 

PRODUCTION LOG

QG-309 KBG MINERALS CORP.

Walking Mag

Date

27-Jan

28-Jan

29-Jan

Field Description

wait till 1 2pm for gem mag via purolator, mob timmins 
o lake savant, arrive 2am

Survey all lines in the same direction, south to north

repeat test line

repeat test line

Noisy gradiometer data, switch to TFM walking mag

Grid

east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid

east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid

Survey

mob

gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer
gradiometer

walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag

Line 
EAST

800E
795E
790E
785E
780E
775E
770E
765E
760E
755E
750E
745E
740E
735E
730E
725E
720E

71 5E
71 OE
705E
700E

700.1 E
400E
395E
390E
385E
380E
375E
370E

370.1 E

800E
795E
790E
785E
780E

Min Ex 
tent

500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
450.0
450.0
450.0
450.0
450.0
450.0
450.0
450.0

500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0

Max 
Extent

600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
675.0
675.0
675.0
675.0
675.0
675.0
675.0
675.0

TOTAL

600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0
600.0

Total Sur 
vey (m)

0

100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
225.000
225.000
225.000
225.000
225.000
225.000
225.000
225.000

4.000

100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
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east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid

east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
east grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid
west grid

walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
walking mag
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QUANTEC GEOSCIENCE INC. 
TFM Survey

KBG MINERALS CORP. 
King Bay Property
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QUANTEC GEOSCIENCE INC. KBG MINERALS CORP. 
TFM Survey King Bay Property

OPERATOR COMMENTS:

GRADIOMETER WORK WAS HAMPERED BY OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS WITH THE RENTAL EQUIPMENT. THE 
SCREEN (DISPLAY) WOULD TURN BLACK FROM THE COLD TEMPERATURES AND NOT ALLOW DISPLAY OF THE 
DATA BEING COLLECTED. THE GRADIOMETER SUFFERED FROM A SERIES OF LARGE SPIKES IN THE DATA WHICH 
COULD NOT BE MONITORED IN THE FIELD. FOR THIS REASON GRADIOMETER WORK WAS SUSPENDED IN FAVOR 
OF A TOTAL FIELD SURVEY . THE UNIT STILL SUFFERED APPROXIMATELY 5 TO 80X0 DATA SPIKES IN THE 
WALKING MODE. THE ENTIRE GRID HAD TO BE RE-SURVEYED TO TRY TO ALLEVIATE THE ERRACTIC VALUES.

For utm grid transfer co-ordinates, see the .xyz data file header as below:

l Property: KING BAY 2004
l Grid: King Bay 2004 WEST 8. King Bay 2004 EAST
l Location: Fourbay Lakes Area, ON
Iris: 52 J 1,52 J 2
l
l Lines Bearing: West Grid = 354 deg TN, East grid = 357 deg TN
l Declination = 1 West (2002)
t UTM Coordinates: NAD27, Zone 15
l GPS By: Quantec Geoscience Inc.
l GPS Instrumentation: Garmin II+
l Date: January 28,2004
l West Grid UTM control point #1: bISSOn, LO.Oe 657887e, 5543230n
l West Grid UTM control point #2: W 550n, L 180e 658065e, 5543251 n
l West Grid UTM control point #3: W 550n, L 400e 658285e, 5543272n
l East Grid UTM control point #4: bl 500n, L 700e 658597e, 5543219n
l East Grid UTM control point #5: bl 500n, L 800e 658697e, 5543224n

QG309- January 2004



QUANTEC GEOSCIENCE INC. 
TFM Survey

KBG MINERALS CORP. 
King Bay Property

INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS:

GSM-19
(from GSM-19 Overhauser Magnetometer Operating Manual)

Weather proof case 

Dimensions:

Weight:
Operating temperature:
Power supply:
Power Consumption:
Resolution:
Relative Sensitivity:
Absolute Accuracy:
Range:
Gradient Tolerance:
Operating Modes:

Memory Capacity: 

Data transfer:

Console 223 mm x 69 mm x 240 mm Sensor 170 mm x71mm
diameter cylinder
Console 2.1 kg; Sensor 2.2 kg (staff included)
-400C to 600C
12V 1.9 Ah sealed lead acid battery
2 Ws per reading
0.01 nT
0.02 nT
0.2 nT
20,000 to 120,000 nT
OveMO.OOOnT/m
Base station - time/date reading stored 3 to 60 sec
Walking- time/date reading stored at coordinates of

fiducial with 0.5 to2 sec. cycle time 
Base station- 43,000 readings standard 
Walking- 131,000 readings 
Serial link @ 300 to 19200 baud; remote control 
capability through serial link @ 19200 baud

QG309- January 2004



ONTMIO MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT AND MINES

Work Report Summary

Transaction No: W0430.00543 Status: APPROVED 

Recording Date: 2004-MAR-22 Work Done from: 2004-JAN-27 

Approval Date: 2004-APR-13 to: 2004-JAN-31

Client(s):

304257 TRIBUTE MINERALS CORPORATION 

401438 KBG MINERALS CORPORATION

Survey Type(s):

MAG

Work Report Details:

Claim#

G

G

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

3030216

3030218

1248341

1248342

1248343

1248344

1248345

Perform

39,314

32,327

30

30

SO

SO

SO

S1 1,641

External Credits:

Perform 
Approve

39,314

32,327

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

S1 1,641

SO

Applied

SO

SO

52,912

52,912

51,813

S2.912

51,092

S1 1,641

Applied 
Approve

50

50

52,912

52,912

31,813

52,912

51,092

S1 1,641

Assign

S9.314

S2.327

50

SO

SO

50

50

511,641

Assign 
Approve

9,314

2,327

0

0

0

0

0

S1 1,641

Reserve

50

50

50

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

Reserve 
Approve

50

50

50

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

Due Date

2005- J U L- 11

2005-JUL-11

2005- J U L- 11

2005-JUL-11

2005-JUL-11

Reserve:
50 Reserve of Work

SO Total

Report#: W0430.00543

Remaining

Status of claim is based on information currently on record.

52J02SW2003 2.27473 FOURBAY LAKE 900

2004-Apr-20 10:00 armstrong-d Page 1 of 1



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Date:2004-APR-14

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Ontario

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
933 RAMSEY LAKE ROAD, 6th FLOOR 
SUDBURY, ONTARIO 
P3E 6B5

KBG MINERALS CORPORATION 
174 CARRINGTON LANE 
FREDERICTON, NEW BRUNSWICK 
E3A 5R6 CANADA

Tel: (888) 415-9845 
Fax:(877)670-1555

Dear Sir or Madam

Submission Number: 2.27473 
Transaction Number(s): W0430.00543

Subject: Approval of Assessment Work

We have approved your Assessment Work Submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The attached 
Work Report Summary indicates the results of the approval.

At the discretion of the Ministry, the assessment work performed on the mining lands noted in this work 
report may be subject to inspection and/or investigation at any time.

If you have any question regarding this correspondence, please contact BRUCE GATES by email at 
bruce.gates@ndm.gov.on.ea or by phone at (705) 670-5856.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section

Cc: Resident Geologist

Tribute Minerals Corporation 
(Claim Holder)

Assessment File Library

Kbg Minerals Corporation 
(Claim Holder)

Kbg Minerals Corporation 
(Assessment Office)

Visit our website at http://www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm Page: 1 Correspondence 10:19297
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KING BAY 2004 EAST - TOTAL MAGNETIC REID 
Note:- East Grid contained entirely within claim AL369
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52J02SW2003 2.27473 FOURBAY LAKE 210

KBG MINERALS CORP,
KING BAY PROPERTY 

Fourbay Lakes Area, ON

GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEY
TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD CONTOURS 

(Base Station Corrected)
Field Datum: 
Field Inclination: 
Field Declination: 
Diurnal Correction: 
Base Station Position: 
Station Interval: 
Postings Base Level: 
Gridding Method: 
Grid Cell Size: 
Contour Interval: 
Colour Zoning:

59U8.7 nanotesla 
77 dog N 
2 dog W

Base Station (3 sec/cyc) 

L O.Oe, stn 337n 
Approx. 2m 

59000 nanotesla 
Rangrid

1m (2m half width rton-lineor smoothed) 
2, 10, 50 nanotesla 

Equal Area f Colour.tbl

Survey Dote: January 2004
Instrumentation: GEM GSM-19 Magnetometers (Overhauser)

Operator: CChiosson

Surveyed to Processed by:

QUANTEC GEOSCIENCE INC
era. no. eo-sea-iuecot/T-rp-xweJM?SOM SAST



KING BAY 2004 EAST - TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD 
Note:- East Grid contained entirely within claim AL369 ,-
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Map Generated by JW 12/02/04
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Map 2 
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KBG MINERALS CORP.
KING BAY PROPERTY 

Fourbay Lakes Area, ON

GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEY
TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD PROFILES 

(Base Station Corrected)

Field Datum: 
Field Inclinotion: 
Field Declination: 
Diurnal Correction: 
Base Station Position: 
Station Interval:
Postings: Left/Top- 

Postings Base Level: 
Profile Base Level: 
Vertical Profile Scale:

59138.7 nanotesla
. 77 deg N

2 deg W
Base Station (3 sec/eye) 

LO.Oe. sin 337n 
Approx. 2m

'nanotesla; Right/Bottom-station

59000 nanotesla
59000 nanotesla

100 nanotesla per cm

Survey Dote: January 2004
Instrumentation; GEM GSM-19 Magnetometers (Overhauser)
Operator: CChiasson

Surveyed & Processed by: 

QUAJNTSC GEOSCIENCE INC
DWG. NO. QG-309-MACPROF-TF-KING BAY 2004 EAST
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KING BAY 2004 EAST - MAGNETIC FIELD VERTICAL DERIVATIVE 
Note:- East Grid contained entirely within claim AL369
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KBG MINERALS CORP.
KING BAY PROPERTY 

Fourbay Lakes Area, ON

GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEY
VERTICAL DERIVATIVE CONTOURS 

(20 FFT Calculated)
Field Datum:
Reid Inclination:

Field Declination:

Diurnal Correction:

Base Station Position:

Station Interval:

Postings Base Level:

Gridding Method:

Applied Filters: 1st Vert.

Contour Interval:

Colour Zoning:

59)38,7 nanotesla

77 dea, N

2 dag W

Base Station (3 sec/eye)

L O'.Oe. atn 337n
Approx. 2m

n/o
20 FFT

Darivotive le Directional Cosine
1, 5, 20 nanotesla/m

Equal Area / GSC.tbl

Survey Date: January 2004
Instrumentation: GEM GSM-19 Magnetometers (Overhauser)

Operator: CChiaaaon

Surveyed Se Processed by: 
QUANTBC GEOSCIENCE INC

DM. HO. QO-SOa-IUCCatrr-DV-KMO BAY 1004 SASF



KING BAY 2004 WEST - TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD 
Note:- West Grid contained entirely within claim AL36&
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KBG MINERALS CORP.
KING BAY PROPERTY 

Fourbay Lakes Area, ON

GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEY
TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD CONTOURS 

(Base Station Corrected)
59138.7 nanotesla 

77 deg N 
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Base Station (3 sec/cyc) 
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Approx. 2m 
59000 nanotesla 

Rangrid
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Equal Area / Colour.tbl

Field Datum: 
Field Inclination: 
Reid Oeclinotion: 
Diurnal Correction: 
Base Station Position: 
Station Interval: 
Postings Base Level: 
Gridding Method: 
Grid Cell Size: 
Contour Interval: 
Colour Zoning:

Survey Date: January 2004
Instrumentation: OEM GSM-19 Magnetometers (Overhauser)
Operator: CChiasaon

Surveyed & Processed by: 
QUANTSC GEOSCIENCE INC 
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KING BAY 2004 WEST - TOTAL MAGNETIC REID 
Note:- West Grid contained entirely within claim AL368
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KBG MINERALS CORP.
KING BAY PROPERTY 

Fourbay Lakes Area, ON

GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEY
TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD PROFILES 

(Base Station Corrected)

Field Datum: 
Field Inclination: 
Field Declination:
Diurnal Correction: 
Base Station Position: 
Station Interval:
Postings: Left/Top 
Postings Base Level: 
Profile Base Level: 
Vertical Profile Scale:
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Survey Date: January 2004
Instrumentation: GEM GSM-19 Magnetometers (Overhauser)
Operator: -. CChiasson

Surveyed & Processed by: 

QUANTSC CEOSCIENCE INC
NO. QC-309-MACPROF TF-KING BAY 2004 WEST
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KBG MINERALS CORP.
KING BAY PROPERTY 

Fourbay Lakes Area, ON

GROUND MAGNETO SURVEY
VERTICAL DERIVATIVE CONTOURS 

(2D FFT Calculated)
Field Datum: 
Field Inclination: 

Field Declination: 
Diurnal Correction: 

Base Station Position: 
Station Interval: 

Postings Base level: 
Gridding Method: 
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Contour Interval: 
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Survey Dote: January 2004

Instrumentation: GEM GSM-19 Magnetometers (Overhauser)
Operotor: CChiasson

Surveyed Se Processed by: 
QUANTEC GEOSCIENCE INC
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